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The Summer Series is built to keep us all sane between swells. Ideal for knee to shouder 
high surf, these boards’ flat rockers and generous outlines are all about instant acceleration 
and capturing speed to put you wherever you want to go in waves that’d otherwise leave a 

lot to be desired.  

From one-foot onshore slop, to a little afternoon glass off, the Summer Series allows you to 
squeeze the most fun out of even the weakest waves and down days!
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Suggested FCS2 fins: POWER TWIN Future fins: EN TWIN

E P S  B L A C K  B A R O N

T W I N  F I N

With our Black Baron twin fin being built to excel particularly in smaller waves, we’ve also 
made it available in centre stringer epoxy construction – our JS EPS Carbon Fusion.

A universal favourite for weak conditions, this option is ideal for surfers who want a board 
that’s lighter, with more buoyancy, yet still performs. This is a specifically engineered flex 
pattern for waves that require you to generate most of your own speed – it’s fast and has 
plenty of pop. Perfect for twin fins. This suits the type of boards we want to ride to make 
small waves exciting. They don’t need all the layering of a HYFI, and with less layering, 
comes more flex.
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Our unparalleled epoxy technology, HYFI, is a unique multi-layer construction that feels 
like nothing else out there. Think of it as a futuristic exoskeleton for a surfboard that allows 

it to be lighter and stronger than ever before, while still maintaining the ideal
spring-loaded flex for maximum performance. 

Thanks to constant improvements throughout our manufacturing process, coming into 
2020 we’re at the stage where Traktor Team riders are winning events on HYFIs, while our 

friends and long-time customers are giving us more and more feedback of “best board 
ever” about HYFIs they ride every day at home. 
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R A G I N G  B U L L

R O U N D

Over the last year, Occy’s fallen back in love with surfing all over again. He’s in the water 
more, working on boards constantly with JS, and revisiting all of his old favourites to 
combine the best of the last decade with our next golden era… Right now.

The Raging Bull is an incredibly forgiving, versatile travel board that will be your go-to for 
better days at home and any time you’re lucky enough to be away chasing proper waves. It 
has all of the elements Occ wanted to make performance surfing easy. User-friendly, but 
with the ability to handle heavier conditions and powerful surfers. Compared with our 
other models built for quality surf, there’s a lot of differences here. A fuller nose with the 
wide point and extra thickness pushed forward combine with a flatter entry rocker to make 
it paddle fast and get into waves early, and then while surfing, generate and hold all of that 
extra speed.

A pulled-in tail gives you control for turns and barrels in more critical conditions, while 
a touch more curve in the exit rocker adds manoeuvrability and release out of the lip. 
Moderate single concave starts under front foot, moving to double just before the fins to 
provide lift and more intuitive rail-to-rail transitions. Then finally, there’s Occ’s favourite 
part – as he calls it, the “Raging Bull thickness”. Essentially, this refers to JS maintaining 
a strategically generous distribution of volume throughout the board that goes hand in 
hand with thicker stock dimensions. This is the key to more paddle power, gliding over flat 
sections, and to again quote Occ, “lets you leave it on rail forever.”

The Raging Bull makes your best surfing easy from home to hard core surf trips, and it’s 
an easy decision to make if you’re only going to have one go-to board with you. As we saw 
from Occy at Bells, that’s all it takes to make the fire burn brighter than ever. The Raging 
Bull is back.

STYLE. WIDTH. THICKNESS. VOLUME.SIZE.
JHRB56 5’6  18 1/2  2 1/4 23.9
JHRB57 5’7  18 5/8  2 5/16 25.1
JHRB58 5’8  18 3/4  2 3/8 26.4
JHRB59 5’9  19  2 7/16 28.1
JHRB510 5’10  19 1/4  2 1/2 29.7
JHRB511 5’11  19 1/2  2 9/16 31.3
JHRB60 6’0  19 5/8  2 5/8 32.7
JHRB61 6’1  19 3/4  2 11/16 34.2
JHRB62 6’2  19 7/8  2 3/4 35.6
JHRB63 6’3  20  2 13/16 37.2
JHRB64 6’4  20 1/8  2 7/8 39.0
JHRB65 6’5  20 1/4  2 15/16 40.6
JHRB66 6’6  20 1/2  3 42.3
JHRB68 6’8  20 3/4  3 1/8 45.7
JHRB610 6’10  21  3 1/4 49.5
JHRB70 7’0  21 1/4  3 1/4 51.3

ALL WAVE
TYPES 2-8FT+

MEDIUM
ROCKER

MEDIUM
RAIL

M2-8

FIN TYPE
5
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B U L L S E Y E

R O U N D

Occy’s new step down, the Bullseye, accentuates all of the small wave features the Raging 
Bull already has in spades. Ridden 2-3 inches shorter and wider than its big brother, the 
Bullseye is built to keep you catching a lot of waves and flying down the line when other 
boards would be struggling.

You’ll enjoy most of the same key design features as the Raging Bull throughout, with its 
wide point pushed forward and even more foam redistributed under your chest / front foot. 
Complemented by a flatter entry rocker, these elements work together to get you valuable 
paddle power and instant acceleration up to wave speed.

Unique to the Bullseye however is a slight vee in the nose, a forgiving addition that lifts the 
forward rails out of the water in steeper sections and helps to initiate turns with less effort 
– especially useful in weaker surf. This moves to a moderate single to double concave for 
extra lift and easy rail-to-rail transitions. Similar to the Raging Bull, the Bullseye’s pulled-in 
tail and slight curve in the exit rocker lets you hit sections hard whenever possible.

The Bullseye has been fine tuned for Occ since he’s retired (mostly) from competing, but 
not from surfing. It’s versatile and user-friendly enough to be a daily motivation if you want 
to be in the water more than ever, keeping you sharp to surf your best, and then jump on a 
Raging Bull for pumping waves without missing a beat.

STYLE. WIDTH. THICKNESS. VOLUME.SIZE.
JHBE54 5’4  18 3/4  2 3/16 23.9
JHBE55 5’5  18 7/8  2 1/4 25.1
JHBE56 5’6  19  2 5/16 26.4
JHBE57 5’7  19 1/4  2 3/8 27.9
JHBE58 5’8  19 1/2  2 7/16 29.5
JHBE59 5’9  19 3/4  2 1/2 31.3
JHBE510 5’10  20  2 9/16 33.1
JHBE511 5’11  20 1/4  2 5/8 34.7
JHBE60 6’0  20 1/2  2 11/16 36.5
JHBE61 6’1  20 3/4  2 3/4 38.2
JHBE62 6’2  20 7/8  2 13/16 39.7
JHBE63 6’3  21  2  7/8 41.6
JHBE64 6’4  21 1/4  2 15/16 43.6
JHBE66 6’6  21 3/4  3 46.9
JHBE68 6’8  21 7/8  3 1/8 50.0
JHBE610 6’10  22  3 1/4 53.8

ALL WAVE
TYPES 1-5FT

LOW
ROCKER

MEDIUM
RAIL

ML1-5

FIN TYPE
5
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M O N S T A  2 0 2 0

S Q U A S H

E A S Y  R I D E R  D I M E N S I O N S

ALL WAVE
TYPES 2-6FT+

MEDIUM
ROCKER

MEDIUM
RAIL

FIN TYPE
3

M2-6
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A I R  1 7 X

S Q U A S H

We built the Air 17 for Julian to push the limits in fun, everyday waves from the Sunshine 
Coast to Sydney and California. It’s a board that over delivers, whether he’s dropping 10s at 
the Australian Open in sloppy beachies, or throwing some of the biggest combos of the year 
at perfect Trestles. Now, to cover an even wider range of waves, while maintaining the same 
magic core design features, we’ve created the Air 17X to allow the fastest, most progressive 
surfing possible no matter what the conditions are like.

Shorter, wider and flatter than its Performer Series genesis, the Air 17X is the perfect step-
down to maintain a shortboard’s performance advantages, while exaggerating your small 
wave abilities. Even faster off the mark and through flat sections, it has the same large sweet 
spot thanks to more foam redistributed under front foot and a flatter rocker through the 
middle. Soft, forgiving rails, deeper concaves and similar late curve in the nose and tail 
allow you to go anywhere you like in weaker conditions, with as much speed as possible. 
Our most high performance X Series board, the Air 17X is ridden an inch shorter than the 
Air 17, and it’s ready to take your absolute best surfing to an even wider range of tiny to 
average, fun waves.

FIN TYPE
3

ALL WAVE
TYPES 1-6FT

MEDIUM
ROCKER

MEDIUM FULL
RAIL

MF1-6
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M O N S T A  B O X  2 0 2 0

S Q U A S H

FIN TYPE
3

ALL WAVE
TYPES 1-6FT

MEDIUM LOW
ROCKER

MEDIUM FULL
RAIL

MFML1- 6

E A S Y  R I D E R  D I M E N S I O N S
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M O N S T A  B O X  2 0 2 0

S W A L L O W

FIN TYPE
3

ALL WAVE
TYPES 1-6FT

MEDIUM LOW
ROCKER

MEDIUM FULL
RAIL

MFML1- 6

E A S Y  R I D E R  D I M E N S I O N S
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M O N S T A  B O X  2 0 2 0

R O U N D

FIN TYPE
5

ALL WAVE
TYPES 1-6FT

MEDIUM LOW
ROCKER

MEDIUM FULL
RAIL

MFML1- 6

E A S Y  R I D E R  D I M E N S I O N S
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B L A K  B O X  I I I

S Q U A S H

Much loved by surfers around the world for the last eight years, we’ve set out to build a new 
board that does justice to the famous Blak Box DNA, which has always brought fun yet still 
exciting surfing to good, average and even terrible waves.  

Our new Blak Box 3 is all about easy acceleration and glide, so to achieve this we’ve given 
it a flatter rocker, more planing area and extra foam under the chest. To control and play 
with all that speed, the wide point has also been moved forward, which creates a slightly 
straighter, pulled-in swallowtail. This provides a smooth rock and roll from rail to rail, 
giving you extra drive and angles of attack to choose from anywhere on a wave. With 
slightly lower rails to complement its updated outline, we recommend riding the BB3 at 
1/16” thicker than your last Blak Box.

For the pros, this board is an exceptional step down to cover you on days that the 
surf would otherwise be less than inspiring. For the bros, it’ll be the go-to when those 
conditions are the only option you have. 

ALL WAVE
TYPES 0-4FT

LOW
ROCKER

MEDIUM
RAIL

ML0-4

FIN TYPE
5
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B L A K  B O X  I I I

S W A L L O W

Much loved by surfers around the world for the last eight years, we’ve set out to build a new 
board that does justice to the famous Blak Box DNA, which has always brought fun yet still 
exciting surfing to good, average and even terrible waves.  

Our new Blak Box 3 is all about easy acceleration and glide, so to achieve this we’ve given 
it a flatter rocker, more planing area and extra foam under the chest. To control and play 
with all that speed, the wide point has also been moved forward, which creates a slightly 
straighter, pulled-in swallowtail. This provides a smooth rock and roll from rail to rail, 
giving you extra drive and angles of attack to choose from anywhere on a wave. With 
slightly lower rails to complement its updated outline, we recommend riding the BB3 at 
1/16” thicker than your last Blak Box.

For the pros, this board is an exceptional step down to cover you on days that the 
surf would otherwise be less than inspiring. For the bros, it’ll be the go-to when those 
conditions are the only option you have. 

ALL WAVE
TYPES 0-4FT

LOW
ROCKER

MEDIUM
RAIL

ML0-4

FIN TYPE
5
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P S Y C H O  N I T R O

S W A L L O W

The Nitro was one of our most loved Summer Series boards back in the day! With many 
customers continuing to order this as a custom model JS thought it was time to be creative 
and make a completely new one. The Psycho Nitro a fuller nose with a slight vee and 
added more foam under the chest to give you even more paddle power. It has a smooth, 
flat, continuous rocker with a single concave under the front foot which runs into a double 
concave through the fins and finishes with a vee out of the swallow tail.

For 2018, we’ve elimated the flyer, and pulled in the tail even more, which reduces the area 
through the back of the board and allows you to turn on a dime in the pocket on small 
waves. This provides a fast, reactive feel that will let you draw lines in average conditions 
that simply aren’t possible on other boards! To complement this, the swallow tail gives the 
Psycho Nitro a lively rail-to-rail feel and makes it incredibly easy to surf.

Regardless of what time of year it is, this new model is a perfect way to keeping us all 
surfing between swells. It’s super quick, paddles amazingly, turns really well and has 
everything you need for a fun surf in less powerful, everyday waves. Psycho Nitro comes 
standard with a 5 fin set up so you can ride it as a thruster or a quad. Ride the Psycho Nitro 
4 - 6 inches shorter than your normal short board.

FULL
RAIL

F

FIN TYPE
5

AVERAGE
WAVES 0-4FT

FLAT
ROCKER

F0- 4
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F L A M I N G  P O N Y

S Q U A S H

Our most user-friendly super groveller of all-time, the brand new pony is for extra 
dedicated or just downright desperate surfers wanting to maximise their speed and ability 
to throw down manoeuvres in even the worst conditions. Whether it’s tiny, onshore and 
weak, or clean little runners, this board will have you going flaming fast!

A full nose outline moves into a generous distribution of volume under the chest, with 
a clean tail shape that was pulled in slightly during R&D to ensure manoeuvrability. The 
Flaming Pony’s smooth, flat rocker allows continuous flow in fat sections, and combines 
with a single to slight double concave to provide extra lift and easy rail-to-rail transitions. 
Overall, you’ll enjoy a plan shape that’s ridden two inches longer than previous ponies to 
create an incredibly forgiving small wave sled. The Flaming Pony looks good, goes even 
better, and will have you fired up to surf in even the most average conditions at home or on 
the road.

FULL
RAIL

F

FIN TYPE
5

FAT & CRUMBLY
WAVES 0-2FT

FLAT
ROCKER

F0- 2
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Traktor Youth comprises the pinnacle of performance boards for younger surfers. From 
contests on small days to overseas trips and the best days of the year at home, the boards in 
this section are designed with you in mind, and will give you the best chance to surf better 

than ever, and more importantly, have as much fun as possible.

Our Carbon Fusion EPS is a new epoxy construction with a specifically engineered flex 
pattern for waves that require you to generate most of your own speed. It’s fast and has 

plenty of pop – perfect for summer series boards like our Black Baron twin fin, but also for 
younger surfers as they develop their strength and technique. 

This technology complements the type of models we want to ride to make small waves 
exciting. They don’t need all the layering of a HYFI, and with less layering, comes more 

flex. EPS Carbon Fusion has been our favourite construction throughout testing for 
weaker waves up to head high – ideal for surfers who want a board that’s lighter, with more 

buoyancy, yet still gives room to perform as much as conditions allow. 
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M O N S T A  2 0 2 0  Y O U T H

S Q U A S H

20 years of JS Industries. 10 years since our flagship shortboard, the original Monsta, was 
first developed. And now in 2020, our new Monsta will be ridden everywhere from your 
most rewarding sessions at home & regular trips chasing waves, to Dream Tour events and 
the Olympic Games. Its latest version is the most complete all-rounder we’ve ever made, 
improved and fine-tuned by elite athletes, global ambassadors & local legends, together 
with our recently retired World Champ and JS. 

The latest and greatest for 2020 revolves around maximum performance, but with added 
forgiveness and fine tuning for each board’s desired conditions. We needed the new Monsta 
to provide spark for explosive manoeuvres in everyday waves, while being predictable 
and reliable in pumping surf from our backyard at Snapper & Kirra to destinations like 
Cloudbreak. 

The rocker has been tweaked to provide a more generous sweet spot, which easily generates 
speed, allows you to control big turns, and balances release out of the lip. Compared to the 
Monsta 8, the nose has a touch more curve in the last few inches to prevent catching in 
critical parts of the wave. The same magic tail rocker remains to fit into the conditions our 
Monsta 2020 is designed to thrive in – almost any conditions from chest high to double 
overhead plus. 

Single concave under front foot runs into a double concave through the fins to give you 
extra lift yet maintain control in powerful surf, while a clean outline flows into a slight hip 
that allows for responsive direction changes. Overall, the Monsta 2020 prompts intuitive & 
fast surfing. It’s a huge milestone for us, and now, it’s ready for the rest of the world to enjoy 
anywhere, anytime. The best always find a way to get better. 

STYLE. WIDTH. THICKNESS. VOLUME.SIZE.
JEM50a 5’0 17 2 17.8
JEM51a 5’1 17 1/8 2 1/16 18.7
JEM52a 5’2 17 1/4 2 1/16 19.1
JEM52b 5’2 17 3/4 2 1/16 19.7
JEM53a 5’3 17 1/2 2 1/8 20.5
JEM53b 5’3 18 2 1/8 21.1
JEM54a 5’4 17 3/4 2 1/8 21.1
JEM54b 5’4 18 1/4 2 1/8 21.7
JEM55a 5’5 17 7/8 2 1/8 21.7
JEM55b 5’5 18 3/8 2 1/8 22.2
JEM56a 5’6 18 2 1/8 22.2
JEM56b 5’6 18 1/2 2 3/16 23.2
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B L A K  B O X  I I I  Y O U T H

S Q U A S H

STYLE. WIDTH. THICKNESS. VOLUME.SIZE.
JEBB50 5’0 18 2 1/16 19.7
JEBB51 5’1 18 1/8 2 1/8 20.7
JEBB52 5’2 18 1/4 2 1/8 21.3
JEBB53 5’3 18 3/8 2 3/16 22.3
JEBB54 5’4 18 1/2 2 3/16 22.7
JEBB55 5’5 18 5/8 2 3/16 23.5
JEBB56 5’6 18 3/4 2 1/4 24.3
JEBB57 5’7 18 7/8 2 1/4 25.1

Much loved by surfers around the world for the last eight years, we’ve set out to build a new 
board that does justice to the famous Blak Box DNA, which has always brought fun yet still 
exciting surfing to good, average and even terrible waves.

The success of our Monsta Box and Air 17X at the refined end of the X Series prompted 
JS to re-design our Blak Box to be even more suited to weak waves and surfers who don’t 
get their ideal choice of conditions day in, day out. It’s user-friendly, and it’s a must have to 
make the most of whatever window you have to get in the water each week.

Our new Blak Box 3 is all about easy acceleration and glide, so to achieve this we’ve given it 
more planing area in the nose and extra foam under the chest. To control and play with all 
that speed, the wide point has also been moved forward, which creates a slightly straighter, 
pulled-in swallowtail. This provides a smooth rock and roll from rail to rail, giving you 
extra drive and angles of attack to choose from anywhere on a wave. With slightly lower 
rails to complement its updated outline, we recommend riding the BB3 at 1/16” thicker 
than your last Blak Box.

For the pros, this board is an exceptional step down to cover you on days that the 
surf would otherwise be less than inspiring. For the bros, it’ll be the go-to when those 
conditions are the only option you have.
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